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ABSTRACT 

Tae spin-lattice relaxation of deuterated methyl groups, which is 

exponential at high temperatures, becomes non-exponential at low tempera-

tures as evidence of the coupling between the Zeeman and tunneling 

systems. The dominant relaxation is considered to be the quadrupole 

interaction. Experimental results at liquid nitrogen and liquid helium 

temperatures support the theoretical model. 





I. INTRODUCTION 

The relaxation mechanism of reorienting or tunneling methyl groups 

in solids has been under intensive investigation [1-14]. The non-expo

nential nature of spin lattice relaxation [1,8,13) and the Haupt effect 

[ 6] of thermally induced dipolar polarization can be explain~d as a 

result of the dynamical couplings among Zeeman, dipolar, tunneling and 

the rotational polarization systems. At high temperatures the non-zero 

couplings are only between the Zeeman and rotational polarization systems 

and bettveen the dipolar and tunneling systems. respectively. 

In this paper the system of deuterated methyl (CD
3

) groups in solids 

is studied. Some interesting new features arise due to the deuterium 

quadrupole coupling, In a manner analogous to the CH
3 

case[ll] • let us 

assume that the relevant quasi-constants of the motion are the Zeeman, 

quadrupole, tunneling and rotational polarization systems. The dipolar 

reservoir is negligibly small in the CD
3 

case, It is assumed in parti

cular that the fluctuation of quadrupole coupling of the deuterons by 

random reorientation or tunneling of the methyl group is the dominant 

relaxation mechanism. We shall derive the relaxation equations for the 

above subsystems and see which subsystems are mutually coupled by relaxa

tion. The full calculation is given in Section II. Here we mention the 

main findings. For random reorientation at high temperatures (i.e,277°K) 

Zeeman, quadrupole, tunneling and the rotation polarization systems are 

predicted to be uncoupled~ in contrast to the CH.
3 

case. As a result 

the Zeeman spin lattice relaxation is expected to be exponential. For 

tunnelling CD
3 

groups at low temperatures (<<77°K)the Zeeman and tunnel

ing systems are coupled an·d consequently, the Zeeman spin lattice 



relaxation is predicted to become non~exponential. The experiments \ve 

have done to test the calculations consist of measuring the Zeeman spin 

lattice relaxation of dilute toluene, with the methyl group deuterated, 

at liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures, The experimental 

results are discusse0. in Section III. ~-Je mention here that indeed the 

relaxation is exponential at liquid nitrogen temperature and becomes 

non~exponential at liquid helium temperature, thus verifying the unique 

expectations for cn
3 

relaxation. 

II. THEORY 

Consider a cn
3 

group ~lith geometrical parameters shown in Figure 1. 

Unlike the system of methyl protons, the dominant relaxation mechanism 

of deuterated methyl groups is caused by the fluctuation of quadrupole 

coupling through random rotation of the reorienting or tunneling methyl 

groups. The much less efficient relaxation process due to fluctuating 

dipolar interactions may be neglected. The Hamiltonian of the rotating 

methyl deuterons in high field consists of a Zeeman term (HZ)' tunneling 

term (H), the time~averaged truncated quadrupole interaction (HQ) and , t 

its fluctuating nonsecular part (H1 (t)) responsible for relaxation: 

The energy level diagram with the classification of irreducible 

representations of the c
3 

group is shown in Figure 2. The truncated 

quadrupole interaction HQ, averaged over the random rotation is reduced 

by a factor of P2 (cos e) 

- WQ (Q) 
HQ- :fP2 (cos e)P2 (cos B)TA 



where T(m) is the component of symmetry-adapted tensor operator of 
11 

second rank [ 15] and JJ""A, Ea, Eb are the irreducible repr<~sentations of 

the c3 groJp [ 16] , 

T(m) ~ T{m)+AT(m)+A*T(m) Hi th a Eb 
]J 1 2 3 u=A,E or 

* s ~ exp(i2n/3)and T~O) 3I~ for ),""1, t: or € "" I(I+l), i "' 1,2,3. • 1 1Z 

Here the tensor components T(±l) and T(±Z) are generated from T(O) by 
J.1 

commutation relation [15] 

li(I+l) - m(m+l) T(ro±l) 
- lJ 

As shown in Figure 1, S is the angle between the c
3 

axis and the 

magnetj_c field and e is the angle between the c
3 

axis and the principle 

axis of the electric field gradient tensor. 

The fluctuating term H
1

(t) can be expressed as a product of the 

symmetry·~adapted tensor operators and spatial functions, 

where F (O) Ea 

F(±l) 

and 

m=-2 

3 Zi~ . 26 . 2 0 3 . i¢ . 28 1 ?a - 8 e s1n s1n ~- 8 1e s1n s n-~ 

16,. 2i¢ . 26 . D(+l+ D)+/6 i¢ • 2 ( 2 +- ) - 8 1e s1n s1n~ ~ cos~ 8 e s1n e cos !3 cosS 

v6 2i,;, ·2 2 16 -1,;, -
= 

16 
e '~'sin 6(l::!::~os8) - 8ie ... 'l'sin28sin8(+l+cos8) 

The angle ¢ fluctuates randomly by fast rotation of the methyl 

group about the c3 axis. 



The correlation functions G(m) (t) are assumed to decay exponentally 
ll 

and to be characterized by a single correlation time T , 
c (I) _____________ * __ _ 

(-_g) 2F(m)(t)F(m") (t+T) = o ~G(m)(O) exp(-t/T ). 
3 ll ]J miD]J c 

They are evaluated as tabulated in Table L 

For spin-lattice relaxation only the evolution of the diagonal part 

pD of the density matrix is relevant [17]. Based on the. Symmetry Restricted 

Spin Diffusion (SRSD) model [13] we assume that there are four degrees of 

freedom characterizing the quasiequilibrium during the relaxation process. 

In the high spin temp~rature assumption one may decompose pD into a set 

of four traceless and mutually orthonormal operators and the unit 

operator :.;ith their corresponding Lagrange multipliers ak' 

01 , 02 , 03 and o
4 

defined below correspond to Zeeman, tunneling, quadru

pole and rotational polarization systems respectively, i.e .• 

I~ I Iz 
01 = zj/Tr(Iz)2 =/5L; 

o = J17.6 (_!.__ !A><Al- _l_IE><E!) 
2 ~27 '11 16 

0 ""_1_ T (0) 
3 312 A 

04 ~ %- <!Ea><Eai~!Eb><Ebl) 

-.;v-here. I A><Aj • I Ea><Ea I and etc. are projection operators. 

The equation governing the relaxation of the system toward equili-

brium with the lattice can be expressed by [ 11.13] 

Hhere a is a column-vector with components ak. The symmetric relaxation 



matrix S has the. components [11,13,16] 

1 
2 

00 

' 
Eb m""2 

2T 
G(m) i..O) • _____ c~-

fl l+(mw +w ) 
0 t c 

Tr(( Ok,e -illTT~m) eiliT] 

[ T +(m) 0 1) 
f1 , SL 

Tr(P[ Ok,T(m)][ T +(m), 0 ol) 
f1 f1 x~ 

Hhere wt is the observable tunneling frequency lll] and the projection 

operator p=jA><AI. 

The non~zero relaxation rates Skt were evaluated, yielding: 

822 '"' 

s 33 

L 
m=1,2 

L [ G~m) (o) G(m) (o) ] 

Ea Eb -1+_(__,____+_)__,2,.----::-2 + 1+(-rn~ -'w )2T 2 
]J"" , mtll Wt T - .. """ r 

0 c 0 t c 

2 3m T 
c 

[ 

G(m) (o) 

La b ll 2 2 
"~E E 1+(mw +w ) T 
~ • 0 t c 

(m) 

G::-: (o) ] vn 
~ 2 2 162 176mTC 

1 + ( -mw +w ) T '· 
0 t c 

G(m)(o) -~ L.a b 
(821)\c 

ll m=o,+l,±2 f1 =E , E 2 2 
1-+'(mw +w ) T 

0 t c 
G (l) (o) G~l)(o) ] 

'\' L+('"" +w J
2

T 

+ i-l 2 2 81Tc .I~"' a b 2 
JJ"'E , E 1+(-w +w ) T -

0 t c 0 t c 

4;Ea Eb ll J • 

G(m) (o) ] 
ll 162T . 

[ l+(Ullil +w )2T 2 c 
0 t c 

The quadrupole system and the rotational polarization system are 

characterized by a single relaxation rate s33 and s
44

, respectively. 

However, the Zeeman system and the tunneling system are eoupled through 



s12 ? which is non zero for wt*O. The spin lattice relaxation is non

exponential, in fact a sum of tHo exponentinls. At high temperatures, 

vlhen w "'0, the Zeeman sys tern and the tunneling system become decoupled 
t 

III. EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The spin-lattice relaxation of toluene with the methyl group 

deuterated and diluted in a normal protonated toluene matrix (-10% by 

mole) vas measured at liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures in 

a field of 42.5 kG. The corresponding resonance frequency of the deuteron 

}lMR is 23. 4 ;.fuz. 

1neasure spin-lattice relaxation. The first ~ pulse is to reverse the mag-

netization. The second and third Tr/2 pulses are to generate a quadrupole 

echo for improving S/N ratio and easier detection. 

The spin-lattice relaxation time was measured on the recovery of 

the sharp singularity in the powder spectrum. The recover·y of intensity 

at liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures are plotted on a 

semi,-logarithmic scale as shown in Figure 3. The relaxation is found 

to be exponential Hith a T1 of 1.1±_0.1 sec. at liquid nitrogen temperature. 

At liquid helium temperature the spin-lattice relaxation is characterized 

-1 
by two exponents •vith relaxation rates A.

1 
and A.

2
, >c

1 0.9 + 0.1 sec. and 
~ 

A.;~~2~t3 sec. A. 1 and A. 2 are related to Sk~ by 

s11 , the initial slope of curve in Fig. 1(b), is measured 

sec. s12 and s22 are calculated to be s
12 

= -0.23 ± 0.02 

-1 0.9 + 0.1 sec. 

-1 
with sll 12 + 1 

-1 
sec. and s

22 
= 
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The non-exponentiality of spin-lattice relaxation provides evidence o:E 

the coupling bet\veen the Zeeman and tunneling sys terns. The inter-

system coupling s12 is non-zero at lm-t temperature when the tunneling is 

in communication with the Zeeman system, i.e., w -w or -2w such that 
t 0 0 

both systems may exchange energy through phonons. 

Finally, we briefly compare the relaxation processes between the 

system of methyl protons and the system of methyl deuterons. In the 

first case, the protons are coupled to the lattice by dipolar interaction. 

This is a two-body interaction bett>~een p·rotons. The existence of cross-

correlations among the intramolecular dipolar interactions results in 

coupled, L e., non-exponential spin-lattice relaxations. However, in 

the cn3 case, the deuterons are coupled to the lattice by quadrupole 

interactions which are single particle interactions. One expects that 

each deuteron should be relaxed by its own interaction with the lattice 

and the relaxation is exponential. It is then not surprising to find 

the relaxation of three identical deuterons is exponential as in the 

case of high temperatures. However, at low temperature we apparently 

cannot consider each deuteron independently from the others. ~,Te are 

forced by the Bose-Einstein statistics to consider three deuterons as a 

collective system and classify the eigenstates in an appropriate manner. 

He then find coupled relaxation due to the statistics and the fact that 

w·hen w t :J: 0 the A states are lmver in energy than the E states. 

The above illustrates that the rela~ation coupling is not due to 

cross-correlation effects, [1] but to what we like to call a statistical 

interference. Some of the couplings in the CH3 case f 11,13] which vanish 

when w becomes zero are Qf the same nature. 
t 
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The geowetry of methyl group. · 0 is the angle between the 

c3 axis and C-D bond~ and S is the angle between 

and magnetic field. 

axis 

Energy level sche]Jle Hith classific:ltion according to A, 

Ea and Eb states. wt is the tunneling splitting between A 

and E states. 

The recovery of the intensity of the spectrum is plotted on 

a semi~logarithmic scale. (a) shows the spin-lattice relaxa

tion at liquid nitrogen temperature is exponential with T
1 

= 

l.l+G .1 sec. (b) sho\.rs the spin-lattice relaxation at liquid 

helium temperature is sum of two exponentials. 



TAELE 1 

The symmetry-adapted correlation functions G(m)(o) 
Jl 

(o) . 0t/ 4 4 2 2 
GEb (o) ""· 64 sin esin s(lt16 cos ecos 13) 

G (1) ( ) G(-l)(o) 
(J)Q2 

[ . 4 ' 2 (1 )2 = =- s1.n es1.n 13 +cosf3 Ea o Eb 96 
+sin22e(cos2S-coss)

2
] 

( ·-1) G(l)(o) 
wq2 

[sin 4 
esin 

2 s (1-coss) 
2 

GEa (o) = 'Eb =-% 
+sin22e (cos 2B+cosS) 2] 

G~~)(o) G~b2)(o) 
(l):l [ 1 4' 4 - =- sin e (1 +cos!3) 

1:0 96 
+ . 2 26 . 2 2 Sl.n s1.n (3(-1+cosS) ] 

(-2) 
G.~a (o) 

.w 
( 2) wq2 . l 4 4 

"" GEb (o) "' - [- sin 6 (1-cosS) 
96 4 

2 2 2 +sin 28sin S(l+cosS) ] 
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